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Kikarea Coffee & Bakery 

"Baked with Love"

Kikarea Coffee & Bakery is one of the best places to taste some of the

most delicious cakes in Bilbao. Made with the use of age old English

traditional methods, cakes here definitely will make your heart melt. All

the savories prepared here are homemade and of topmost quality. Apart

from their specialties in cake making, they also serve salads, burgers,

sandwiches and wraps. An ideal place for an authentic king-like British

breakfast in Bilbao.

 +34 94 402 3170  www.kikarea.com/  kikareacoffeebakery@gmai

l.com

 Calle Perez Galdos 15, Bilbao
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Lamiak 

"Open All Hours"

It's a venue that changes functions throughout the day to suit its clients.

You can come for a late breakfast snack, pop in at lunchtime for tapas or

come in the evening for serious drinking and music. You'll see displays of

work by 'alternative' painters on the walls and you can entertain yourself

chatting with friends or playing board games.

 +34 94 415 9642  Calle de la Pelota 8, Bilbao
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El Perro Chico 

"Seasonal dishes"

This is a very unusual restaurant in a very particular setting. It is found in

the Casco Viejo (Old Quarter), next to la Ribera market, one of the most

popular shopping locations for Bilbaoans. The decor inside the restaurant

is modern and the atmosphere very intimate. This establishment is a

favourite with young bohemian types who dislike the conventional and are

after something different. The unconventional atmosphere is reflected in

the cooking and here are some of the creations to come out of the

kitchen: Tuna in a flaky pastry case, Peppers stuffed with Morcilla (black

pudding), cod cooked in a variety of ways, and Roast Duck with Orange

Sauce. The desserts are home-made.

 +34 94 640 2665  elperrochico.com/  info@elperrochico.com  Aretxaga Kalea 2, Bilbao
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